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Abstract. The discovery of a Brout-Englert-Higgs boson in July 2012 opened
the road to new searches in the electroweak symmetry breaking sector, either
doing precise measurements of the discovered boson, or looking for additional
bosons. This can be done, either at the LHC or at future accelerators that will
be described.

1

Introduction

The discovery in July 2012 [1, 2] of a (Brout-Englert-Higgs) BEH boson at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [3, 4] ended an era of search of the last piece of the
Standard Model, culminating with the Nobel prize given to Englert and Higgs [5, 6]
(detailed historical account can be found in [7, 8, 9]). However, even if the Standard
Model (SM) agrees with all the experimental data from colliders, it is theoretically
unsatisfactory (the hierarchy problem, too many parameters in the Model, ...) and
some experimental observations cannot be accomodated (neutrino masses and oscillations, baryon asymmetry in the Universe, dark matter, ...). However no new
physics was discovered at the LHC in the run 1 (mainly at a centre of mass energy
of 8 TeV). This included Supersymmetry, which is the most popular extension able
to accomodate a BEH boson mass close to the one measured [10]. This puts even
more pressure to the next runs at the LHC, at a centre of mass energy of 13 or 14
TeV and to the design of the future accelerators. They will be described in the next
section and the third section will discuss new physics in the scalar sector, either
using the (already discovered) BEH boson as a probe for new physics or trying to
find new scalar bosons.

2

Future Facilities

The LHC ‘short-term’ upgrades will be described first, in subsections 2.1 and 2.2.
Then longer term future facilities will be described after. However muon colliders
[11], photon colliders [12] and plasma-based particle acceleration [13] will not be described here. General reviews on future facilities can be found elsewhere [14, 15].One
can also have a look at the European Strategy [16] and P5 [17] reports or at recent
conferences like Higgs Hunting [18] or recent ICFA workshops [19].
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Runs 2 and 3 of LHC

The LHC will restart in the middle of 2015 at a centre of mass energy of 13 TeV
(and maybe later 14 TeV) and will work during run 2 and run 3 (up to about 2022)
at a luminosity close to ∼ 2 1034 cm−2 s−1 . The run 2 will last about 3 years with
∼ 50 fb−1 each year and will be followed after a long shutdown (LS2) of ∼ one year
by the run 3 with ∼ 60 fb−1 each year [20].
2.2

High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC)

After 10 years of operation, the performance of the LHC in terms of integrated luminosity will saturate. This is the main motivation to propose a High-Luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC) [21, 22, 23], starting around 2025 and aiming at accumulate every year of
HL-LHC the same total luminosity that could be obtained in the previous decade,
i.e 300 fb−1 . The guidelines are to have an accelerator able to reach 2 1035 cm−2 s−1 ,
but to run in the initial part of the fill by luminosity levelling in the initial part
of the fill at 5 1034 cm−2 s−1 (see Figure 1). This allows one to reach the integrated
luminosity without having too large pile-up in the experiments at the beginning
of the run. The main modifications, in addition to the new injector LINAC4 that
should be connected in 2019 are:
• Crab cavities to take advantage of the small β ∗ ;
• cryo-collimators and high field (Nb3 Sn) 11 T dipoles in dispersion suppressors
(at least close to ALICE);
• new high field (Nb3 Sn)/larger aperture interaction region magnets (in ATLAS
and CMS. The current triplet assembly (mainly the orbit corrector magnets)
will reach the end of their lifetime due to radiation damage at an integrated
luminosity of ca. 300 fb−1 .
One should note that some 11 T (Nb3 Sn) dipoles have already been tested at Fermilab. Additional information about HL-LHC can be found in the recent ECFA
workshop [24].

Figure 1: Luminosity levelling principle [11].
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Linear Colliders

The Linear Collider Collaboration [25] is an organisation that brings the two most
likely candidates, the Compact Linear Collider Study (CLIC) and the International
Linear Collider (ILC), together under one roof.
2.3.1

The International Linear Collider (ILC)

The International Linear Collider (ILC) is a high-luminosity linear electron-positron
collider based on 1.3 GHz superconducting radio-frequency (SCRF) accelerating
technology. Its centre-of-mass-energy range is 200 ∼ 500 GeV (extendable to 1TeV).
A schematic view of the accelerator complex, indicating the location of the major
sub-systems [26, 27, 28, 29, 30] is shown on Figure 2. and a more detailed layout on
Figure 3.
One sees on the schematic layout:
• A polarised electron source based on a photocathode DC gun;
• a polarised positron source in which positrons are obtained from electronpositron pairs by converting high-energy photons produced by passing the highenergy main electron beam through an undulator;
• 5 GeV electron and positron damping rings (DR) with a circumference of
3.2 km, housed in a common tunnel;
• beam transport from the damping rings to the main linacs, followed by a twostage bunchcompressor system prior to injection into the main linac.
• two 11 km main linacs, utilising 1.3 GHz SCRF cavities operating at an average
gradient of 31.5 MV/m, with a pulse length of 1.6 ms;
• two beam-delivery systems, each 2.2 km long, which bring the beams into collision with a 14 mrad crossing angle, at a single interaction point which can be
occupied by two detectors in a so-called push-pull configuration.
A summary table of the parameters can be found on Figure 4. One should emphasize the synergy between the ILC and the European X-ray Free Electron Laser
(XFEL)[31] which is currently under construction at DESY and will begin operation
soon.
2.3.2

The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC)

An overview of the CLIC layout can be found on Figure 5. CLIC [33, 34, 32, 35]
is based on high gradient normal-conducting accelerating structures where the RF
power for the acceleration of the colliding beams is extracted from a high-current
Drive Beam that runs parallel with the main linac. The focus of CLIC Research
and Development over the last years has been on addressing a set of key feasibility
issues that are essential for proving the fundamental validity of the CLIC concept.
Several larger system tests have been performed to validate the two-beam scheme,
and of particular importance are the results from the CLIC test facility at CERN
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Figure 2: Schematic layout of the ILC, indicating all the major subsystems (not to scale) [26].

(CTF3) which have demonstrated the two-beam acceleration at gradients exceeding
100 MV/m.The CLIC accelerator can be built in energy stages, as shown in Figure
6, re-using the existing equipment for each new stage. At each energy stage the
centre of mass energy can be tuned to lower values within a range of approximately
a factor three with limited loss in luminosity performance. The ultimate choice of
the CLIC energy stages will be driven by the physics aims, where further input from
LHC data, in particular 14 TeV data, is expected. The recent LHC Higgs discovery
makes an initial energy stage around 350 GeV to 375 GeV very attractive, but final
choices will depend on further LHC findings. CLIC main parameters can be found
in Figure 7. The yearly energy and power consumption is shown in Figure 8.
2.4

Future Circular Colliders

CERN is undertaking an integral design study for post-LHC particle accelerator options in a global context. The Future Circular Collider (FCC) [36] puts an emphasis
on proton-proton and electron-positron (lepton) high-energy frontier machines.
This study is exploring the potential of hadron and lepton circular colliders, performing an in-depth analysis of infrastructure and operation concepts and considering
the technology research and development programs that would be required to build
a future circular collider. A conceptual design report will be delivered before the end
of 2018 in time for the next update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics.
Here we will not discuss FCC-he, High-Energy LHC (HL-LHC) [21] or LHeC [37, 38].
2.4.1

FCC-hh

Circular proton-proton colliders are the main, and possibly only, tool available for
exploring particle physics in the energy range of tens of TeV.
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√

s = 0.5 TeV [29].
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Figure 4: Summary table of the 250 ∼ 500 GeV baseline and luminosity and energy upgrade
parameters. Also included is a possible 1st stage 250 GeV parameter set (half the original main
linac length) [26].

Figure 5: Overview of the CLIC layout at

√

s = 3 TeV [32].
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Figure 6: Center of mass energy and assumed integrated luminosity for the different CLIC machine
stages [35]. The integrated luminosities correspond each to four or five years of operation of a fully
commissioned machine running 200 days per year with an effective up-time of 50%.

Figure 7: CLIC main parameters for centre of mass energies of 500 GeV and 3 TeV [33].

Figure 8: Yearly energy and power consumption for the nominal 3 TeV CLIC [33].
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The bending radius ρ of a relativistic particle of charge e and momentum p is related
to the magnetic field of strength B by p = eBρ. Therefore the energy of pp collisions
can be raised by increasing the strength of the dipole magnets, or the bending radius
ρ, and, thereby, the ring circumference. The proton-proton FCC collider (FCC-hh)
design combines both approaches. Specifically, the FCC ring circumference of about
100 km would enable pp collisions of 50 TeV in the centre of mass with the present
8.3 T LHC magnets (made with NbTi superconductor), of 100 TeV with 16 T
magnets and of 125 GeV with 20 T magnets. The main technological challenge is
therefore magnets: one should replace the magnets. Nb3 Sn superconductor can reach
a proactical magnetic field up to 15 T and, as discussed above, few Nb3 Sn magnets
are planned for HL-LHC, which will represent an important milestone towards the
FCC. High Temperature Superconductor (HTS) materials, like yttrium copper oxyde
YBCO could be used in an hybrid coil design in order to get up to 20 T. A sketch of
such a magnet is shown on Figure 9. One should note that there are very important

Figure 9: Sketch of cross section of a 20 T magnet with hybrid coil [21]

technological challenges here, as shown on Figure 10 where the progress of accelerator
magnets for hadron colliders is shown.

2.4.2

FCC-ee

The discovery of a BEH boson at an energy reachable by a collider slightly more
energetic than LEP2, together with the excellent performance of the two B factories
PEP-II and KEKB, have led to new proposals [39, 40, 41] for a next generation
e+ e− collider. In order to serve as a BEH factory such a collider needs to be able
to operate at at least a centre of mass energy of 240 GeV (for efficient e+ e− → ZH
production), i.e 15% above the LEP2 peak energy. Reaching even higher energies,e.g
up to 350 GeV centre of mass, for tt̄ production, or even maybe 500 GeV for Zhh and
tt̄h studies, might be possible for a new ring of larger circumference. The preliminary
power consumption is estmated to be about 300 MW at 350 GeV centre of mass
[40, 15].
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Figure 10: Progress of accelerator magnets for hadron colliders [23].

2.4.3

CepC

China is currently thinking to an e+ e− collider, where the current design, CepC
[42, 43], is a single ring collider two times larger than LEP. It can be associated with
a 30-50 TeV proton collider, called SppC.
2.4.4

Comparison of various proposals

One can find in Figure 11 the comparison of various parameters. Projected e+ e−
luminosities can be found in Figure 12.
3

New physics in the scalar sector

Only new physics in the scalar sector will be described rapidly here. Discussions
of new physics outside the scalar sector can be found in reports of each future
facilities or elsewhere (for HL-LHC see [44, 45]). One can look at reviews of the
BEH boson inside [46] and outside [47, 48, 49] the Standard Model. It is outside
the scope of this article to give details. I just remind that the most economical
low-energy supersymmetric extension of the SM is the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) which is itself one of the 2HDM, 2 (BE)Higgs Doublet
Models. Five physical bosons are left in the spectrum, one charged pair H ± , one
CP-odd scalar, A, and two CP-even states, H and h. There are two free parameters
at the tree level, which can be taken as MA and tanβ. Deviations from the SM
are often parametrized as scale factors (κ) of BEH couplings relative to their SM
values [50].
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Figure 11: Parameters of the Proposed FCC-hh, FCC-ee/TLEP and CepC, Compared with LEP2
and the LHC Design [15].

Figure 12: Projected total electron-positron luminosities vs. c.m. energy for various proposed colliders [15]. The luminosities of FCC-ee and CepC are summed respectively over 4 or 2 IPs.
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In general the size of couplings modifications from the SM values is of the order of
few % when new physics is at a scale of 1 TeV [51]. and decreases when the new
physics scale increases. This set the scale for the uncertainties that one aims.
Tests of new physics in the BEH sector can be done, either by studying the decays
of the already discovered boson, or looking at new bosons.
Detectors will not be described here, but information can be found in the reports
associated to the facilities.
3.1

Next runs of the LHC

One can find more information in recent workshops [24] or reviews [52, 53]. One sees
in Figure 13 and 14 the expected precisions from CMS [45] on the measurements
of the signal strengths (ratio of the cross section divided by the SM predicted cross
section) and on the coupling scale factors κ. Extrapolations are presented under two
uncertainty scenarios. In Scenario 1, all systematic uncertainties are left unchanged.
In Scenario 2, the theoretical uncertainties are scaled by a factor of 1/2, while other
systematic uncertainties are scaled by the square root of the integrated luminosity.
The comparison of the two uncertainty scenarios indicates a range of possible future
measurements.

Figure 13: Estimated precision√on the measurements of the signal strength for a SM-like BEH
boson. The projections assume s = 14 TeV and an integrated dataset of 300 fb−1 (left) and 3000
fb−1 (right). The projections are obtained with the two uncertainty scenarios described in the text
[45].

Figure 15, from ATLAS [54], shows the relative uncertainty on the signal strenth µ
defined as the ratio of the measured cross section by the SM cross section for various
BEH decay final states. The uncertainties are quite good.
Some tests on additional bosons of the BEH sector can also be done, looking at
A/H → τ τ , A/H → tt̄ A → Zh, H → hh, H → ZZ.
Studies are presented on the prospects for the observation of Higgs pair production in the channel H → γγ H → bb̄ using an upgraded ATLAS detector,
assuming a dataset comprising 3000 fb−1 of 14 TeV proton-proton collisions at the
High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC). Generator-level Monte Carlo events are used to
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Figure 14: Estimated precision
on the measurements of the couplings for a SM-like BEH boson.
√
The projections assume s = 14 TeV and an integrated dataset of 300 fb−1 (left) and 3000 fb−1
(right). The projections are obtained with the two uncertainty scenarios described in the text [45].

perform this study, with parameterised efficiencies and resolution applied to approximate the expected performance of the upgraded ATLAS detector under HL-LHC
conditions. After event selection, a signal yield of around 8 events is obtained for
the Standard Model scenario, corresponding to a signal significance of 1.3 standard
deviation [55].

3.2

FCC-hh

Figure 16 summarises the increase in rate for several BEH production channels in
pp collisions,as a function of the centre of mass energy, covering various ranges of
possibilities that are curently discussed. Final states with the largest invariant mass
(like tth and hh) benefit the most from the energy increase.

3.3

e+ e− colliders

The cross sections as a function of the centre of mass energy are shown in Figure 17.
A key production mode is e+ e− → Zh where events can be detected inclusively,
completely independent of the BEH decay mode by tagging the Z via Z → e+ e−
or µ+ µ− and requiring that the recoil mass is consistent with the BEH mass. The
normalisation of this rate allows a precise measurement of the coupling of the Z to
the BEH boson. One can then obtain absolute measurements of all possible branching
ratios and the BEH total width.
The various couplings of the BEH boson to different particles can be obtained
+ −
in e e colliders with very good precisions. For instance Figure 18 shows the results
of a full ILC program. Expected accuracies are also shown in Figure 19 and are very
good.
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Figure 15: Relative uncertainty on the signal strength µ for all Higgs final states considered in this
note in the different experimental categories used in the combination, assuming a SM BEH boson
with a mass of 125 GeV expected with 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1 14 TeV LHC data. The uncertainty
pertains to the number of events passing the experimental selection, not to the particular BEH
boson process targeted. The hashed areas indicate the increase of the estimated error due to
current theory systematic uncertainties. The abbreviation (comb.) indicates that the precision on
µ is obtained from the combination of the measurements from the different experimental subcategories for the same final state, while (incl.) indicates that the measurement from the inclusive
analysis was used. The left side shows only the combined signal strength in the considered final
states, while the right side also shows the signal strength in the main experimental sub-categories
within each final state [54].

Figure 16: Evolution of the cross-sections for different BEH production processes in pp collisions
with centre of mass energy. The cross-sections at a centre of mass energy of 14 TeV is shown in the
second column,and the ratios between the cross sections at the considered centre of mass energy
and 14 TeV are shown in the following columns. All rates assume a BEH mass of 125GeV and SM
couplings [23].
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Figure 17: The center-of-mass dependencies of the cross sections for the main Higgs production
processes at an e+ e− collider. The values shown correspond to unpolarized beams and do not
include the effects of initial-stare radiation (ISR) or beamstrahlung [35].

Figure 18: Expected precision from the full ILC program of tests of the Standard Model prediction
that the BEH coupling to each particle is proportional to its mass [27].
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Figure 19: Expected accuracies for Higgs boson couplings. For the invisible branching ratio, the
numbers quoted are 95% confidence upper limits. The four columns refer to: LHC, 300 fb−1 , 1
detector; ILC at 250 GeV, with 250 fb−1 ; ILC at 500 GeV, with 500 fb−1 ; ILC at 1000 GeV, with
1000 fb−1 . Each column includes the stated data set and all previous ones [27].

3.4

Comparisons

Expected predictions on the BEH couplings are shown in Figure 20 and match the
required uncertainties.

Figure 20: Expected precisions on the Higgs couplings and total width from a constrained 7parameter fit assuming no non-SM production or decay modes.The fit assumes generation universality (the couplings for u, c, t (d, s, b and e, µ, τ ) are identical). The ranges shown for LHC and
HL-LHC represent the conservative and optimistic scenarios for systematic and theory uncertainties. ILC numbers assume (e− ; e+ ) polarizations of (-0.8; -0.3) at 250 and 500 GeV and (-0.8; 0.2)
at 1000 GeV, plus a 0.5% theory uncertainty. CLIC numbers assume polarizations of (-0.8; 0) for
energies above 1 TeV. TLEP numbers assume unpolarized beams [51].

4

Conclusions

One hopes to have interesting results in the next runs of the LHC (runs 2 and 3,
and, after 2025, HL-LHC). The longer term future should also provide major tests
of physics outside the Standard Model in the scalar sector, with e+ e− (circular or
linear) colliders or pp colliders.
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